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Introduction

Structured information (database contents, stock quotes,
citations, etc.) is widely available on the Internet in HTML
format. Examples of such information are stock quotes, financial data, time tables, customer records, etc. While the
presentation of such information in HTML format is convenient for human users, information in this format is not
particularly convenient for automatic processing because it
contains a large amount of irrelevant information. Furthermore, the semantic meaning of different parts of an HTML
document may be encoded in ways that do not correspond
in a simple way to a structured representation of the data.
A number of approaches have been taken to this problem in the past. One is to attempt to get content providers
to present their information in a more structured format. In
that approach, the information is itself transmitted in XML
format from the server, together with formatting instructions, and the browser combines the structured information
and the formatting instructions into a human-readable document. However, this is not very widespread yet because
only a fraction of the browsers in use have the ability to
perform the rendering. Furthermore, such an approach involves considerable changes to their software systems on
the part of the content providers for no obvious benefit in
most cases.
An alternative approach to recovering the information is
the manual creation of “screen scraping” software. To create such software, programmers examine the structure of
the HTML representing data on a particular web site and
hand-code instructions for extracting information from different parts of that structure. This requires both a significant
amount of manual work, as well as considerable programming expertise.
To address this difficulty, considerable efforts have directed at “wrapper induction”, the automatic generation of
procedures capable of extracting information from text (reviewed in [4]). Researchers in this area have come from the
inductive machine learning and information retrieval community. As a result, they have tended to formulate the wrapper induction problem as a learning problem (training data
for rule inference, followed by application data), and they

have focused on rules for information extraction based on
identifying delimiters of information or various forms of
automata that recognize information to be extracted (e.g.,
[6, 5, 2]).
While such systems have considerable generality and
power (e.g., they might be able to extract information from
plain text), they also have a number of limitations. For example, many information extraction needs are casual and
ad hoc. That is, a user finds a number of web pages and
would like to compare and extract the information contained
in them in some convenient format. The user has neither the
time nor the expertise to train and validate a “wrapper”. Furthermore, generating rule-based or automata-based wrappers is a hard learning problem.
The approach to information extraction from web pages
taken in the work described in this paper is based on a
view of information extraction analogous to document layout analysis in document images (e.g., OCR, handwritten
forms). That is, like screen scraping methods, we take advantage of the structural information (the document object
model, DOM, tree [7]) contained in web pages to locate relevant information. However, unlike screen scraping methods, the procedure is automated and identifies interesting or
relevant information from a collection of web pages. Furthermore, it does not require separate training, validation,
and application phases, but simply operates on a collection
of pages.
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Information Extraction
Structural Matching

by

Recursive

The basic approach to structure-based information extraction from web pages in this work can be described as a
hierarchical structural matching or tree differencing operation. That is, we represent each document by its document
tree. The associated decision problem is that of ordered tree
isomorphism.
The input to the algorithm is a collection of HTML documents represented by their trees. The subnodes of each
node in the document tree are represented as ordered sequences. The output from the algorithm is a table whose
rows represent “variables” and whose columns correspond
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Figure 1. Illustration of structural differencing between HTML pages. Shown are two trees representing the HTML page structure. Nodes are brought into correspondence until differences are
detected.
to the different documents.
Each node in the tree representing an HTML document
has a type (e.g., paragraph, section, etc.) and possibly a
number of attributes. Each node is also associated with a
list of chunks of text interspersed with sub-nodes.
Starting at the root, we compare nodes in two or more
documents recursively. If the type, attributes, or number
of sub-nodes differs between corresponding nodes in the
document tree, they are considered a “difference”. Otherwise, we compare the text chunks between sub-nodes in sequence. If any of them differ, again, the entire node is also
considered a “difference”. Each such difference gives rise
to a row in the output table. If two nodes are not different,
then corresponding sub-nodes are compared recursively using the same procedure. Sub-nodes that are determined to
be different in this procedure then give rise to separate rows
in the output table.
This simple, non-probabilistic procedure can already analyze a wide variety of collections of web pages. Representative samples for a financial web site are shown in Figure 2.
For copyright reasons, the text was altered and images were
removed, but the structure of the pages is representative of
actual web pages on a live web site. Using the procedure described above, the data in those web pages was transformed
into a spreadsheet; this is shown in Figure 3.
A convenient user interface for interaction with such an
HTML extraction engine is also shown by Figure 3. The
user can drag URLs into the window, and the system automatically and dynamically updates the extracted data. If
desired, the user can also view the source pages in different
tabs and select specific document tree components within
the HTML for extraction.

3

Extensions

The simple form of the method described above already
works for many kinds of web documents and transforms the
data contained in them into tabular form that is then easy
to reuse for other applications. However, there are a number of common variations among web pages that are addressed better if some modifications to the basic algorithm

are made.
Many web pages contain tables or lists of items, and
these may vary in length between different web pages. The
basic algorithm described above will return the entire table
or list as a single chunk that differs between the different
pages, as long as the number of rows differs. When, by
accident, the number of rows is the same in all the documents being compared, the algorithm will return each row
as a separate variable.
For tables, this can be addressed by detecting table or
list tags and treating them specially. But sometimes lists
are formed from repeating paragraphs and other elements.
This is a simple analog to the table detection problem in
document image analysis and can be solved by attempting
to perform tree isomorphism among all the subtrees of each
node; when it succeeds, we infer the presence of a repeated
structure, or “implicit table”.
Another source of variability among web pages is the
use of mark-up like bold face, italics, and sub- or superscripts. Those tags generally do not represent structural differences between text documents, but rather should be simply considered part of the textual content. If they are used
as tags during the tree-based comparison, most of the time,
the results will still be correct, but occasionally, an accidental alignment between those tags may cause only part of a
semantically meaningful field to be returned. This can be
addressed by treating such tags as part of the text and not
considering them to be part of the page structure.
Spacing and the use of alternative glyphs or encodings
to represent the same character are other examples of variabilities among different pages that can be eliminated prior
to comparison.
All these mechanisms can be considered as a canonicalizing transformation of the DOM tree prior to comparison
(vaguely reminiscent of mechanisms in natural language
processing): by putting the DOM tree into canonical form,
both accidental agreements between different variables, and
accidental disagreements due to effects like spacing, are
eliminated for the analysis.
For web content generated using standard HTML reporting tools or scripting technologies and backed by databases,
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Figure 2. Two sample pages from a financial web site. For copyright reasons, the text was altered
and images were removed, but the structure of the pages is representative of actual web pages on a
live web site.
the above procedures are generally sufficient. However,
there are some important areas where additional techniques
may be needed.
First of all, some web sites use images to represent textual content extensively. Whether structural HTML analysis succeeds or fails in that case depends on whether images
span structural boundaries. For example, when images are
used to represent the content of individual cells of a table,
then the above method will still work. However, when entire tables or paragraphs are represented as images, then the
method cannot extract structural information from them–
doing so would require image based document layout analysis.
Scripting and dynamic HTML do not necessarily represent problems for structural analysis methods as described
above. In particular, such techniques simply manipulate the
DOM tree; one approach to including them in a structural
analysis framework is to let the script run to completion to
yield the DOM tree that is used for display, and to use the
same DOM tree for analysis.
However, the use of layers and semantically meaningful
background images can present a problem, since layering
can create visual association between page elements that do
not correspond to any kind of structural proximity in the
HTML tree.
Some web sites may use such techniques deliberately to
take active measures for counteracting automatic analysis
of their content. Such measures may include deliberately
structure-spanning use of images, deliberate use of variability (e.g., the use of large numbers of different images
all representing spacing), or extensive use of layers. Ultimately, the problem of structural analysis for those kinds
of web pages becomes the problem of breaking a reverse
Turing test or CAPTCHA (e.g., [1]); that is, the web site is
intended to be interpretable only to human readers, but not

machines.
Another important area is the analysis of humangenerated content. While machine generated content is
likely to be completely consistent, collections of humanwritten web pages show idiosyncratic variation. That is, if
we apply structural analysis methods to them, we need to
allow for a certain degree of error. This can be addressed by
using approximate tree matching techniques.

4

Layout-Based Document Clustering

All of the techniques described above assume that the
web pages being analyzed are consistent and come from a
single source. For example, they might be a collection of
company information pages from a financial web site. However, in interactive use, users may collect pages haphazardly
for future analysis. It would be nice for the user interface to
automatically organize those pages into related sets.
In many cases, this is possible based on URL alone: related pages often share the same path, but differ in their
query variables. However, a significant number of web
sites use numerical object identifiers for dynamically generated content, making it impossible to infer the relationship
among many pages from the same site. To determine relatedness of pages, we need to analyze the content and its
relationship.
The tree-based comparison technique described above
provides us a convenient distance measure to determine how
similar web pages are. Comparison could use the tree edit
distance, but a simpler and more meaningful similarity measure is just the minimum of the fraction of each tree whose
nodes are matched by corresponding nodes in the other tree
(without taking into account the textual content).
This similarity measure can then be used in a standard
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Figure 3. The figure shows data automatically extracted from the HTML documents shown above
inside a spreadsheet component. Furthermore, it illustrates a user interface that makes it easy to
extract data in tabular form from web pages: users simply drag-and-drop URLs onto the application.
The application obtains the corresponding HTML from the web site, analyzes the current set of web
pages to extract the variable information, and displays an updated spreadsheet containing the data.
clustering algorithm, and clusters of pages correspond to
groups of pages from which variables can be meaningfully
extracted by the above procedures. Of course, structural
document clustering of web pages may have other applications as well.

5

Discussion

This paper has described on-going work in applying
techniques and ideas from image-based document layout
analysis to the analysis of the structure of HTML documents. By making the structure of the document the primary focus of the analysis, rather than its textual content,
we obtain information extraction methods that are both simple to implement and appear to work on a large variety of
documents.
There has been some related work on comparing HTML
and XML documents. For example, [3] describes HtmlDiff,
a tool for detecting and highlighting changes in web pages.
More recently, [8] describe X-Diff, a change detection algorithm that allows for unordered subtrees. However, the
application of differencing in this work differs in that it is
not used to detect changes over time, but to extract information that varies among different web pages at the same
time.
The approach described in this paper also differs substantially from wrapper induction approaches described in
the literature [6, 5, 2]. Those approaches attempt to recover,
from training data, a representation of a regular expression
or grammar that is then capable of extracting desired information from novel pages. Computing and representing
wrappers is an algorithmically challenging task. In contrast,
the methods presented in this paper avoid computing any
kind of wrapper altogether, which results in a much simpler
algorithm.

Furthermore, wrapper induction methods have been designed with a separation of model building and application
phases, and with the goal of extracting specific information
from web pages. In contrast, the approach escribed in this
paper is interactive: users collect web pages they are interested in, obtain variables contained in those web pages in
tabular form, and select the data they are interested in.
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